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Message
from the President

We stepped into 2013 saying out loud 
that “European citizenship will be 

social and democratic or will not be”! We 
have strived all through the European Year 
to promote a holistic vision of citizenship 
articulating the democratic, the economic 
and the social dimensions, as we believe we 
will not achieve the ideal of European society 
claimed by the treaties without tackling the 
growing inequalities and making sure that 
nobody is left alone facing the crisis and its 
consequences. 

“Year of Citizens” or “Year of Citizenship”? 
For us, the question should not even be 
raised. The European project needs a strong 
civil society as driving force to articulate 
individual aspirations and collective 
capacity to eradicate exclusion and provide 
a framework for common good.

With our colleagues in the EYCA, we 
have collectively envisaged a future for 
Europe based upon solidarity, equality and 

democratic participation, and argued for 
European policies which provide access to 
economic, social, cultural and civic rights 
for all. Our work, our legitimacy and the 
political dimension of our involvement for a 
more open, inclusive and participative Europe 
were recognised during the European year. 
We must now capitalise on our success to 
insure sustainability of this citizens’ dynamic 
we have created.

Considering where we stand now, this 
growing deficit of democracy along with 
the institutional responses to the crisis, fuel 
traditional cleavages between “people and 
elite”, tensions among “creditor and debtor” 
countries and, regretfully, cleavages between 
the peoples of Europe based on dangerous 
stereotypes paving the way to raising 
populism and extremism. Therefore, there 
is need for a great deal of policy change and 
civic driven initiatives to reverse this trend, 
and ultimately save Europe from “austerity 
fatigue” and burnout.

We need ambitious European policies to 
tackle effectively the unequal distribution 
of power and wealth in the EU and combat 
poverty, social exclusion and unemployment, 
which are the most powerful catalysts of 
populism and xenophobic attitudes.

For this to happen, we are convinced that 
Europe must rebalance finance and economy 
with social justice, should make equality, 
solidarity and democracy rule over the 
market and link cohesive policies with active 
citizenship. And we will do our outmost, 
together with all our civil society colleagues 
who share this vision, to bring this message 
on the European agenda in the coming years.
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About us
Who we are?

The European Civic Forum (ECF) is 
a transnational network that brings 

together over 100 associations and 
NGOs across 27 countries in Europe 
and is actively working to promote 
civic and popular ownership of Europe, 
to foster citizens’ participation and the 
emergence of a European public space 
where the role and influence of civil 
society are fully recognized though the 
setting up of a genuine European civil 
dialogue.

What we stand for?

Since its creation in 2005, the Euro-
pean Civic Forum has particularly 

focused on:

• Supporting the structuring of NGO 
sector across Europe at local, national 
and EU level;

• Fighting for the institutional 
recognition of civil society voice and 
the participation of associations and 
NGOs in decision making process;

• Encouraging the development of new 
forms of participatory democracy and 
the setting up of a genuine European 
civil dialogue.

How we take action?
• We connect civil society actors 

transnationally and cross-sectorally 
through, conferences, forums and 
alliances;

• We participate in civil dialogue struc-
tures within the European institutions;

• We run campaigns for the recognition 
of civil society organisations in the 
policy making process at European, 
national or local level.
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Organisation and 
governance

The European Civic Forum is governed 
by a General Assembly, which meets 

once a year and takes constitutional 
decisions, but also has the charge of 
electing the Board of Directors.

The ECF Board of Directors is composed 
of 24 representatives of associations from 
15 EU countries, elected for three years 
by the General Assembly. A third of the 
Board members are to be renewed every 
year. The Board is also responsible for 
implementing the General Assembly’s 
decisions, for defining the overall strategy 
and the activities and campaigns to run.

The Steering Committee is elected by 
the Board of Directors, is consulted on 

urgent decisions and insures the political 
representation of the network. 

In 2013, a new organisation joined the 
European Civic Forum: GONG from 
Croatia (www.gong.hr), whose objectives 
are to fight against corruption through 
demanding increased transparency from 
the public institutions and to improve 

civil society organisations’ participation 
in monitoring administrative reform and 
anti-corruption policies in Croatia. GONG 
was notably very much involved during 
Croatia’s accession in the EU.
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Our key activities 
in 2013
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Like the opening song of a concert, the 
tempo for 2013 was set in an article, 

published on 14 December 2012 in the 
French daily newspaper Libération. The 
article, entitled European citizenship will 
be social and democratic or will not be 
underlines that the European construction 
cannot be built only upon monetary and 
economic dimensions. The article calls on 
national and European politicians to avoid 
decoupling them from the democratic and 
social dimensions of the European project. 
This article directly tackles the issues that 
will be addressed during the European 
Year of Citizens 2013 (EYC 2013). 

In the contexte of the EYC 2013, the 
ECF has initiated, together with its 
colleagues in the European Economic 
and Social Committee’s Liaison Group, 
and insured the coordination of a civil 
society alliance – EYCA, aiming to 
mobilise civil society engagement in the 
EYC2013 and to stir a European-wide 
debate on issues relating to the exercise 
of citizenship within its democratic and 
social dimensions.

DEVELOPING A 
POLICY  
AGENDA FOR 
EQUALITY, 
SOLIDARITY 
AND 
DEMOCRACY  
IN EUROPE
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EYCA at a glace

Besides ECF’s commitment to animate 
this Alliance, all ECF member 

organisations took part directly or 
indirectly in the different activities 
organised throughout the year, notably the 
drafting of EYCA policy recommendations 
within the three thematic working groups 
and the key note conferences organised 
across Europe. 

European networks fields of action (youth, culture,  
Human rights, solidarity etc. …)

ECF member organisations  
coordinating EYCA National Alliances

ECF member organisations took 
part in one of the thematic working 

groups

thematic working groups on civil 
dialogue // economic, social and 

democratic aspects of citizenship // 
inclusive citizenship

NGOs across Europe

more than

62 20 9

4 500 3 22
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The first major event organised in the 
frame of the EYC2013 was the Civil 

Society Day As European as we can get, 
aimed at exploring how the economic, social 
and civic dimensions of EU citizenship can 
be mutually reinforcing and how they can 
meet the public’s expectations in a way 
that reflects the values and goals of the 
European project.

This conference brought together on 
6 March in Brussels over 250 civil society 
representatives from across Europe to 
seek ways in which the citizens could 
have a real say in the European process 
rather than observing the making of their 
common future.

As ECF President and Liaison Group co-
chair Jean-Marc Roirant outlined from 
the very beginning, “it is in its day-to-
day experience that European active 
citizenship must constantly renew itself 
and assert its relevance” and the lessons 
which repeatedly come out of citizens’ 

reactions are that we have to change 
the course of Europe and move towards 
a community model linking active 
citizenship with the social, economic and 
democratic dimensions of the European 
building process and the policies which 
underlie it. 
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A crucial point of the European Year 
was certainly the EYCA Conference 

EU Citizenship: Crossing perspectives, 
which took place on 8 July 2013 in Zagreb, 
shortly after Croatia’s accession in the EU.

More than 150 European citizens from 
30 countries met in Zagreb’s National and 
University Library to exchange views and 
experiences in a European conference 

entitled: “EU citizenship: Crossing 
perspectives”. The conference invited 
key speakers from all over Europe to give 
their own different perspective and to 
engage with the core question of citizens’ 
participation in Europe.

Speakers expressed their scepticism, 
faith and hopes for the European project. 
ECF President and EYCA chair, Jean-Marc 

Roirant, recalled that “today’s EU has a lot 
to learn from the Balkans, and I am not here 
talking about the analogies one could make 
between Tito’s Yugoslavia and the EU but 
I’m talking about the tragic consequences 
of national retrenchment whilst populisms 
are developing in EU Member states.”
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Alongside the EYCA conference, the 
European Civic Forum organised 

together with its Croatian members and 
partners GONG and the 112 Platform 
an information and exchange seminar 
called European activists’ perspectives 
on the EU of Human rights and social 
development vs. exclusion and economic 
dictate. This meeting was aimed to provide 
space for Croatian and European activists 
to share views and experiences of what it 
takes and means to promote democracy 
and human rights, social inclusion and 
solidarity in the current period of crisis, 
of raising euroscepticism, of growing 
eurocriticism even from those who still 
believe in a common future, of general 

disenchantment with the European project 
which is not delivering enough in terms of 
democracy, social justice and solidarity. 

Despite this gloomy context, what can 
civil society organisations do to bring 
about some change? And what kind of 
change is needed? How can today activism 
create new space for citizenship and 
act for a paradigm shift? About 60 civil 

society activists gathered to reflect on 
these issues, to connect critical thinking 
and try to build collective action at policy 
and field level. Short panel presentations 
followed by small group discussions 
brought to light some major democratic 
and social challenges Europe is facing 
today in relation to education and 
civic participation, media freedom and 
pluralism, solidarity and social inclusion. 
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The discussions in Zagreb fed into the broad 
reflection and drafting process of the 

European Civic Forum Manifesto Equality, 
Solidarity and Democracy for Europe. 
The next stop in this collective process has 
been the international conference Borders 
to cross: on democratic innovation and 
civic driven change, which took part in 
Amsterdam between 29 and 31 October 2013,

The European Civic Forum Board members 
met with over 250 stakeholders from 

all over Europe during a very inspiring 
learning conference in Amsterdam to 
discuss innovative practice of democratic 
and social innovation. The event was 
initiated by our Dutch member Netwerk 
Democratie and the Dutch Ministry of the 
Interior and Kingdom Relations. It was 
particularly successful in showcasing no 
less than 40 grassroots civic initiatives 
for social change across Europe. Project 
managers could discuss their methodology 

and their impact on society. The ECF also 
hosted a workshop about the impact of 
new forms of activism and their capacity 
to revive the public space, reconcile 
people with politics, enhance dialogue 
and enable participation. The workshop 
engaged participants in reflecting upon 
these issues through the presentation of 
two successful civic-driven initiatives for 
social change: GOTEO from Spain and 
Clubture from Croatia. 
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EUCIS-LLL and the European Civic 
Forum organised a round table on 

“Making the case for European Civic 
Education” during the Lifelong Learning 
Week, on 4 December in Brussels.

The current economic downturn poses a 
serious challenge to fundamental rights 
and democratic citizenship through rising 
unemployment, shrinking public spending 
and raising xenophobia and populism. 
Popular support for the European project 
has dramatically decreased over the 
last years, whereas European issues are 
increasingly piercing the public sphere and 
discourses all over Europe. This paradox 
of political disenchantment requires more 
work than ever on democratic values and 
standards which underpin the European 
building process. 

As a conclusion, it was reminded that all 
involved stakeholders should consider 
citizenship as more than a legal status and 
adopt an emancipatory and participative 
approach. It is about the common values 
of Europe such as tolerance, human rights 
and democracy that are linked to issues 

such as xenophobia, racism and gender 
equality. To be efficient and have a better 
impact, the need to “take people out of 
the ordinary” to make Europe alive, was 
underlined by speakers. Finally, different 
ways to engage beyond voting were 

discussed, since many research shows 
that there is a missing link between 
political participation and where people 
stand politically.
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And finally, by the end of the year, 
all the collective work developed 

through the EYCA resulted into some 
80 policy recommendations entitled It’s 
About Us! It’s About Europe! Towards 
Democratic European Citizenship and 
was presented during the EYC2013 Closing 
event in Vilnius on 12-13 December 2013. 
The recommendations were handed over 
to European Commission Vice-President 
Viviane Reding, who promised that “those 
recommendations will be analysed, dissected 
and introduced into European Commission’s 
own proposals for actions”.

These recommendations provide a wide 
collective and cross-sectoral advocacy 
framework for all EYCA members to argue 
for a paradigm shift from a Europe that is 
largely considered as an economic project 
to one that restores and promotes the values 
of solidarity and equality among States and 
European citizens.
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PAVING  
THE WAY  
FOR THE 
EUROPEAN 
ELECTIONS 
AND THE 
INSTITUTIONAL 
RENEWAL  
IN 2014

After almost one year reflection, the 
European Civic Forum Manifesto 

was born by the end of December 2013, 
arguing that another Europe is possible! A 
Europe based on citizens trusting legitimate 
institutions at all levels and striving to reach 
social cohesion.

The Manifesto reflects the common vision 
shared by ECF members, who used it as 
a discussion tool in the debates ahead of 
the 2014 European elections in 2014. This 
will also be used as a work tool for the 
discussions with newly elected MEPs and 
institutions’ representatives.

European Civic Forum_ Manifesto
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Specific attention must be given to enable, promote and secure

the participation and interest of those groups of citizens most

at risk of disengaging from democratic processes and who are

most likely to face social and economic exclusion. For instance,

the risk of exclusion faced by an ageing population or gender

inequality, remain major concerns. But also, the dramatically

decreasing interest that young people show for the established

and formal democratic institutions and processes implies to ac-

tively involve them through participatory tools and means in

the broad frame of active citizenship.An effective, healthy and robust democratic society requires re-

cognition of the civil society. When policies are supportive of

the aspiration to a better life and shared future, civil society or-

ganisations (CSOs) are a major force in helping restore confi-

dence in collective approaches to the problems individual

citizens face. CSOs give a voice to the aspirations of citizens and

are a decisive antidote to the isolation of individuals and their

communities. CSOs’ activities, just as trade-unions’ actions help

to reinforce democracy in our societies by giving meaningful

strength to the feeling of belonging to a collective cause and

shared concerns. It is essential, especially in times of crisis, to

give full and meaningful recognition of their role as advocates

and agents for change, of their ability to marshal constructive

collective responses when the health of our democracies is

being questioned.

EUropE ShoUld rEinTrodUCE a virTUoUS CirClE

linking CohESivE poliCiES and aCTivE CiTizEnShip

Those who understand the need for social cohesion policies in

our times of crisis must recognise the role of CSOs and support

them accordingly. Civic activism is a democratic imperative that

helps to ensure effective scrutiny of policy-making institutions

including the appropriate and suitable articulation of the eco-

nomic, social and democratic components of their policy res-

ponses. Recognising active citizenship means that there is a

genuine dialogue prior to decision making and the implemen-

tation of policy. Recognising civic actionmeans that institutions

understand the need of welcoming, respecting and favouring

active disobedience over passive compliance.Active citizenship

based on individuals’ participation in the life of the communi-

ties they belong to and informed public debates tackling the

We believe that the democratic 
legitimacy deficit EU decisions suffer 

from which have nourished the populistic 
discourse can be fought back by building 
a truly inclusive and cohesive society. EU 
policies must ambition to combat poverty, 
social exclusion and unemployment. By 
rebalancing finance and economy with 
social justice, taking into account the social 
dimension of the EMU and supporting it 
by EU wide redistributive policies linking 
cohesive policies and active citizenship, we 
can hope for the revival of the European 
ideal of peace, prosperity and democracy. 
Without that, dark days are ahead of us.

We call for public policies that give real 
substance to EU claimed values and pursue 
the collective objectives of solidarity, 
equality and democracy:

• Europe must rebalance finance and 
economy with social justice.

• Europe should make equality, solidarity 
and democracy rule over the market.

• Europe should reintroduce a virtuous 
circle linking cohesive policies and 
active citizenship.

Satisfaction given to these claims is essential 
if political leaders and institutions want to 
promote and secure the participation of all 
European citizens and curb the present 
trend in the increasing disengagement of 
those citizens from not only the European 
project but also democracy itself. On our 
side we look for partners in that direction.

European Civic Forum_ Manifesto
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global quantitative growth, the economic imperative should be
to facilitate a society where all people are able to make a de-
cent living and enjoy well-being.
European leaders should dispel themyth that services of general
interest that provide universal access to public goods (e.g. health,
education, security, etc.) are detrimental to the viability of mar-
kets. If social cohesion is to be strengthened and human dignity
respected, European policies must ensure that access to com-
mons does not depend on users’ financial capacities but is gran-
ted to all in equal and fair manner.
Clearly, the challenges are such that tackling them means the
effective andmeaningful engagement at all geographical levels,
local, national and European, and can only be possible on a de-
mocratic basis.

EUropE ShoUld MakE EqUaliTy, SolidariTy and
dEMoCraCy rUlE ovEr ThE MarkETWhen increasing inequalities and social insecurity make people
question the European Union’s capacity to provide the frame-
work for a better living for all, when European citizens bear the
weight of the crisis while financial markets that are origin of
this crisis continue to operate essentially as before, Europemust
respond by putting people at the core of its building process and
as a matter of urgency ensure that equality, solidarity and de-
mocracy take precedence over the market.
An effective and healthy democratic so-ciety can only be achieved through theinclusion of all its citizens into the publiclife. This is a prerequisite for ensuringthat Europe can be a community with avision of a shared future, based on a fair,more equal, distribution of wealth, ofeconomic, social and democratic well-being for all. Democracy is a tool thatcan help redistribute power to those whodon’t have it. Solidarity and democracygo hand in hand.They progress together,just as they regress together. Today, theyneed to move forward.

European Civic Forum_ Manifesto
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EUropE MUST rEBalanCE FinanCE and EConoMy

WiTh SoCial jUSTiCE

Europe is currently facing such social and economic imbalances

that their resolution requires deep reflection and changes to cla-

rify and redefine the nature of the European policies underpin-

ning the project itself. The dominant narrative to date is based

upon the idea that the crisis does not derive from financial spe-

culation, but from toomuch public intervention in the economy

via public services and social expenditure, com
bined with an

alleged laziness of citizens in the so named “PIIGS” countries

(Portugal, Italy, Ireland,
Greece, Spain). It must be repudiated,

since it lacks economic evidence and also directly

attacks the foundations, philosoph
y and princi-

ples of our European contract.

Europe should move from a market-competition

model (a model driven by the exchange of goods,

services and the accumulation of capital and

which actually leads to fragmentation, social and

inter-generational competition, national and re-

gional resentments, fear and tension between na-

tives and migrants, and division between

permanent workers, precarious workers and the

unemployed) to a social model that is capable of

responding to citizens’ aspirations for solidarity,

mutual respect and social justice. Such a model

should embrace meaningful definition of well-

being and rethink the economy so as to make it

serve the people and the environment instead of

the other way round. It should think beyond GDP,

about a fairer and more sustainable distribution

of the wealth produced.As opposed to seeking the

We call for public policies that give

real substance to EU claimed values

and pursue the collective objectives of

solidarity, equality and democracy.
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Financial report 

EXPENDITURE
Staff costs 139 568,60 €

General expenditure,  
rental, leasing, depreciation 22 416,33 €

Conferences,  
seminars, workshops 263 625,77 €

Documentation, printing and  
publishing, dissemination 48 679,50 €

Total expenditure 474 290,20 €

INCOME
Grants (European  
Commission and French  
Embassy in Croatia) 404 999,00 €

Self-financing  
(membership fees) 1 689,35 €

Contribution by  
other organisations 67 601,85 €

Total income 474 290,20 €

ACCOUNTING RESULT   0,00 €
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Internal 
structure
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Steering Committee
President

Jean-Marc Roirant (La Ligue de 
l’enseignement, France)

Vice-Presidents

Raffaella Bolini, (ARCI, Italy), Monika 
Pajerova, (Ano Pro Evropu, Czech 
Republic), Jan Robert Suesser (Ligue 
des droits de l’Homme, France), Cristian 
Pirvulescu (Asociatia Pro Democratia, 
Romania)

Secretary

Luis Alvarado Martinez (AEGEE, 
Belgium)

Treasurer

Cédric Bloquet (CIDEM, France)

Secretariat
The ECF secretariat was composed of a 
small but very committed team.

Director

Alexandrina Najmowicz

Projects officers

Anne-Charlotte Oriol (EYCA 
Coordination)

Vladimir Sestovic (EYCA network 
development)

Communication officer

Jenna Bezahaf (EYCA Communication)
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• Action pour le développement intégré et 
la formation (ADIF) – France 

• Association européenne de l’éducation 
(AEDE) – Europe

• Association européenne de l’éducation 
(AEDE) – France

• Association européenne pour la défense 
des droits de l’Homme (AEDH) – Europe

• Association des Etats Généraux des 
Etudiants en Europe (AEGEE) – Europe

• Athens network of collaborating experts 
(ANCE) – Greece

• Animafac – France

• Anne Frank’s House – Netherlands

• ANO pro Evropu – Czech Republic

• ARCI associazione di promozione sociale 
– Italy

• Asociace NNO v Ceske Republice – Czech 
Republic

• Asociace Občanskych Poraden – Czech 
Republic

• Asociatia Pro Democratia – Romania

• Association Lyon 3 – France

• Association des Etudiants Africains 
d’Avignon – France

• Association des Etudiants Burkinabés de 
France – France

• Association des Etudiants de Moldavie en 
France – France

• Association des Etudiants Tamouls de 
France – France

• Association for Civil Society 
Development (SMART) – Croatia

• Association for Democratic Initiatives 
(ADI) – FYROM

• ATD- Quart Monde – France

• Autour du Monde – France

• Babel International

• CAP Magellan – Portugal

• Centre de Recherches et d’Etudes 
politiques (CREP) – Belgium

• Centrum pre Europsku politiku (CEP) – 
Slovaquie

• Civisme et Démocratie (CIDEM) – France

• Club International des Jeunes à Paris 
(CIJP) – France

• CIPSI (Coordinamento di Iniziative 
Popolari di Solidarieta Internazionale) – 
Italy

• Citizens Union Paremvassi – Greece

• Civic Alliance – Latvia

• CIVICA (Association d’élus Portugais, 
Luso-Français et Européens de France) – 
France

• Conseil des Mariannes de la République 
(CMR) – France

• Centre for Information, Service, Co-

Member Organisations
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operation and Development of NGOs 
(CNVOS) – Slovenia

• Colcréa Paris – France

• COM’Inn – France

• Community Development Institute (CDI) 
– FYROM

• Confédération des Maisons des Jeunes et 
de la Culture de France – France

• Confédération nationale des Junior 
Entreprises Paris – France

• Contact 2103 – Europe

• Community Service volunteers (CSV) – 
United Kingdom

• Culture et Liberté – France

• Democracy International – Germany

• Dévorateurs d’Espace – France

• Documenta – Spain

• Association d’étudiants francophones 

(EFPOLIT) – Slovaquie

• Equiterre – France

• Erasmus Student Network Nancy – 
France

• Erasmus Student Network Toulouse – 
France

• EUROCLIO – Europe

• Eurofil Paris – France

• Europa Haz – Hungary

• Europa Production Nantes – France

• Europe Etudiant – France

• European Centre “SN7” – FYROM

• European Civic Education Foundation – 
Hungary

• European Development Centre – Italy

• European Institute Foundation – Bulgaria

• European Social Forum – Cyprus

• Fondation pour la solidarité – Belgium

• Forum permanent de la société civile 
européenne – Belgique

• Fundacion CIVES – Spain

• Fundatia pentru Dezvoltarea Societatii 
Civile – Romania

• Genepi Paris – France

• GONG – Croatia

• GSI – Italy

• Global youth action network (GYAN) – 
France

• Initiative for Development and 
Cooperation (IDC) – Serbia

• Initiative and Referendum Institute 
Europe (IRI-Europe) – Germany

• Initiative for Social Change (InSoc) – 
FYROM

• Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) – Poland

• Jaan Tonisson Institute – Estonia
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• Les Jeunes européens – France

• Johannes Mihkelson Centre – Estonia

• Jeunesse au plein air (JPA) – France

• Kesalukioseura ky – Finland

• La Liga Española de la Educación y la 
Cultura Popular – Spain

• La Ligue de l’Enseignement – France

• La Ligue Luxembourgeoise de 
l’enseignement – Luxembourg

• Lato Sensu – France

• Legambiente – Italy

• Les Francas – France

• Ligue des Droits de l’Homme – France

• Mouvement Rural de Jeunesse 
Chrétienne (MRJC) – France

• L’interloque – France

• Movimient Laic i Progressista – Spain

• Netwerk Democratie – Netherlands

• Non-Governmental Organisations 

Information & Support centre (NISC) – 
Lithuania

• Nyt Europe/ Global citizen – Denmark

• Obcan a demokracia – Slovakia

• Parlement Européen des Jeunes (PEJ) – 
France

•  Legal information centre for NGOs (PIC) 
– Slovenia

• Roma Democratic Development 
Association (SONCE) – FYROM

• Rouages – France

• Rural Youth Union – Poland

• Sorbonne La Géorgie – France

• TERA- Maison de l’Europe de la Charente 
– France

• The Women’s Centre – United Kingdom

• Visions d’Europe – France

• Youth Work Ireland – Ireland   
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This project has been funded with support from the European Commission.  
This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held 

responsible for any use which may be made of the 
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